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Welcome

Story Pirates celebrates the words and
ideas of young people. We believe that
kids have the best ideas, so we turn their
original stories into wild sketch comedy
musicals featuring professional actors to
show those kids just how amazing their
ideas are. We believe that desire drives
learning, so we pair top-notch teaching
artists with professional comedians to
create writing curricula that make kids
want to learn. We believe that there is
a powerful link between literacy and
confident self-expression, so we haven’t
stopped expanding since the day we started
providing programming at a single Harlem
elementary school in 2003.

INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
Our scope has grown to include,
in a given year:
• Writing workshops and interactive performances in over 275
schools and community centers nationally.

• Performances for tens of thousands of people at festivals
and performing arts centers from Arizona to Delaware.

• Workshops via Skype with schools from upstate New York
to Kenya.

• Over 30,000 original story submissions from kids.
• A weekly show on Sirius XM radio that celebrates the writing of
children from coast to coast.

• An internationally popular podcast that features adaptations

“It’s the best assembly
I’ve seen in 22 years
of teaching.”
–Jenny Howland, The School
at Columbia University

of kids’ stories, plus interviews with the young authors.

And much, much more. Welcome to Story Pirates!
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“I can honestly say that the Story Pirates are the most
popular, even beloved, group we have worked with — the
children, the administration, the teachers and the parents
all rave about the troupe. Dozens upon dozens of kids
submit stories for Story Pirate consideration and they
all view writing in a much more favorable light after
spending time with the Pirates.”
– Stuart Miller, P.T.A. President, PS 107 Brooklyn

Shows

Our shows feature stories written by
kids, performed by some of the best
improvisers and musicians in New York
and Los Angeles. To best serve our young
authors, we recruit top talent from comedy
hubs such as Upright Citizens Brigade,
Second City, the Groundlings, and more.
These incredible performers faithfully
bring to life the unfiltered world of kids’
imaginations. When the curtain rises,
cats can fly; hot dogs save the world; fried
foods battle dairy foods; and the characters
you’re likely to meet are Captain Waffles,
Moneyhead Alan, or Snufflepants.

INTRODUCTION
SHOWS

We perform in schools Monday through Friday,
and our national tour runs year-round. Our public
performances feature brand new stories written by
kids in the audience, and our adults-only AfterDark
shows bring out the kid in grown-ups of all ages.
For a current list of public shows or for more information on bringing the Story
Pirates to your city, please visit our website.

“The Kennedy Center
loves Story Pirates!!!”
–Diana Ezerins, Programming
Coordinator, The John F.
Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts

National Tour:
We tour to performing arts centers, theaters, museums, and schools from coast to coast. Annual stops include Boston,
Philadelphia, Chicago, and Washington, DC, and towns across the nation from Colorado and Arizona to Connecticut and
New Jersey. Stay tuned as we add more cities and states throughout the year and into next season, and get in touch with
us to bring Story Pirates to your community!

MAP KEY:
States we’ve visited
so far
States we hope to
visit by next year

INTRODUCTION
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Our Most Popular Shows

GREATEST HITS SHOW

NEW STORY SHOW

CREATE-A-SHOW

A sketch comedy musical
based on some of our favorite
stories written by kids from around
the country, plus a segment that’s
entirely improvised according to
suggestions from kids in
the audience!

Part Greatest Hits Show with an
added twist: this show features
brand new stories written by young
authors who are in the audience!
We collect their stories in advance
and build them into fully produced
sketches and musical numbers.

An entire show that’s made up on
the spot! A cast of Story Pirates
creates a show before your eyes
from audience suggestions. The
result is as crazy, hilarious and
unexpected as kids themselves.

“Struggling students began to use writing as a means
to express their thoughts and feelings for perhaps the
first time in their lives. They began to write because they
wanted to, not just because they had to do so.”
– Dennis Hagen-Smith, 5th grade Teacher, Toluca Lake Elementary

Education

The cornerstone of the Story Pirates
educational philosophy is that great
teaching goes hand in hand with great
storytelling. By pairing experienced
teachers with talented artists, we bring to
life a broad range of academic subjects in a
way that is both memorable and effective.
This unique combination of style and
substance harnesses students’ own passion
and curiosity, while still providing them
with clear, effective, and academically
appropriate lessons.

EDUCATION
Whether teaching punctuation, creative writing, persuasive
essays, or the states of matter, we engage multiple learning
modalities through workshops that align with each
school’s curriculum, as well as state mandated learning
standards. To increase our impact beyond our time in
a given school, we provide professional development
for school staff, showing educators how to bring more
vitality to their own lesson plans.

Idea Storm

Play/Write

The Idea Storm assembly is a creative writing master class,
a hilarious improv show, and a pep rally, all at once. Story
Pirates teaching artists and performers take suggestions
from the audience to create stories on the spot, while
helping students identify key elements of composition
and narrative structure, such as plot, character, obstacles
and resolution. With an emphasis on creative problem
solving and non-violent conflict resolution, the Idea Storm
assembly leaves students with the tools to start writing
and the excitement to let their imaginations take the lead.

The Play/Write program is a series of in-class writing
workshops bookended by two assemblies. The program
kicks off with an all-school Greatest Hits Show to get the
students excited about writing their own stories. Each
classroom workshop series is led by two experienced
teaching artists who work closely with school teachers to
select a curriculum from our Curriculum Menu according
to each class’ writing needs.

Typically, the Idea Storm assembly is followed several
weeks later by a New Story Show in which we return to the
school to perform a raucous sketch comedy musical that
incorporates and celebrates the writing done by students
as a result of the Idea Storm!

275

Our curriculum aligns with widely adopted standards for
English Language Arts, while also providing a rich and
reflective artistic experience. Our programs push the
boundaries of traditional enrichment to tackle substantive
educational goals, such as vocabulary development, story
structure, revision, and confident self-expression. Over
the years we have developed a number of sophisticated
workshop offerings for different grades that include
character workshops, hero story writing, comedy writing,
expository writing and persuasive writing.
By the end of the workshop series, each student has
written and revised at least one original story. The
culminating New Story Show is a giant celebration of the
writing done at the school and features brand new stories
by the workshop participants. At the end of the program,
each student who submits a story receives Story Love:
personalized feedback on his or her writing.

Number of schools and community centers across the
country Story Pirates writing workshops and performances
visit in a single year.

“Just as significant as increasing my students’ love and
excitement for writing, I feel like the Story Pirates taught
me how to teach writing. I have been teaching writing for
13 years, but writing is my big instructional weakness. I
learned how to stir up my students’ creativity, structure
their writing, and make writing fun. I will take what I
learned about writing from the Story Pirates for the rest of
my teaching career.”
– Dennis Hagen-Smith, 5th grade Teacher, Toluca Lake Elementary

EDUCATION
Did You Know?
Did you know that classroom rebellion can sometimes be the key to student
engagement? In our persuasive essay writing unit, we work with teachers and
administrators to identify a topic students have been studying, or care deeply
about. We then bring in an actor to play a coldhearted businessperson who delivers
a presentation filled with terrible ideas about this topic. For example, they may
propose cutting funding for a nature preserve the students have been studying,
or banning field trips, or even eliminating lunch and recess from the school day.
Students inevitably disagree and Story Pirates teaching artists lead a
rebellion of ideas in class. The teaching artists coach the students to write
persuasive essays designed to melt the businessperson’s icy heart.

95%

of parents indicated that
Story Pirates increased
their child’s interest in
school overall

EDUCATION

STORY LOVE

At Story Pirates, we still remember the electrifying rush of receiving a supportive, handwritten
note from a teacher when we were kids. Story Love is our way of showing students that we
have read their stories and care about what they have to say. Each year, Story Pirates helps tens
of thousands of children write a complete, original story. Through our Story Love program,
we provide positive, personalized feedback for each and every story created in our writing
workshops and we welcome the public to these events.
Visit the Get Involved section of storypirates.org to find out when the next Story Love Night is happening near you, or
contact us for corporate volunteer opportunities!

EDUCATION
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Story Pirates also offers professional development programming, in which we partner with
educators to explore the inherent links between teaching and performing.
We create a comfortable PD environment for all teachers, whether or not they consider themselves artistically inclined,
and leave the group with specific ideas for how to use storytelling and the arts as one more teaching tool in the classroom,
including practical strategies they can apply immediately. If you are interested in more information, we can provide you
with our PD Menu, which outlines our offerings in more detail.

Family Engagement
Story Pirates Family Engagement Workshops are designed to
give parents and children fun learning enrichment activities to
do together at school, as well as follow-up activities to do at
home which further reinforce academic skills in an engaging way.
Each workshop functions as one part academic lesson and one
part performance, put on by some of our acclaimed Story Pirates
comedic actors and teaching artists. The sessions function as
companion pieces to various Story Pirates writing curricula or as
standalone events, and each addresses a specific set of Common
Core Standards. For our full Family Engagement Menu, please get
in touch.

“My daughter’s experience hearing her story performed
on Kids Place Live was all about validation. She’s a crazy
creative kid. She hears that she’s weird all the time—in the
not nice way. To be chosen to collaborate with your crazy
team was a huge compliment to her. We love that you give
kids’ voices such an amazing outlet.”
– Colleen, parent

MEDIA

Radio Show
Catch us every week on Sirius XM Radio! We’re on Kids
Place Live (channel 78). Our radio show features stories
written by kids according to different themes, and we
accept story submissions for the show on our website!.

MAP KEY:
Countries where our podcast
has been downloaded

Podcast
Download our podcast, free on iTunes, featuring stories
written by kids from around the country, plus interviews
with each child author!
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Get in touch:

storypirates.org
facebook.com/storypirates
Twitter: @storypirates
Instagram: @storypirates

